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Chapter 1 : Players Don Delillo
Players is don delillo's fifth novel, published in 1977. it follows lyle and pammy wynant, a young and affluent
manhattan couple whose casual boredom is overturned by their willing participation in chaotic detours from
the everyday.For some reason the ny public library and kindle have very few don delillo novels--or they lack
certain delillo works. i found players at the strand for only $8. this one was from 1977 and shared the
clandestine, fringe-y spy, underworld milieu of libra.Players. a novel by don delillo, 1977. published by knopf,
1977, 212 pages. jacket painting is "blue surrounded" (1972) by cecile gray bazelon (see photos below, and
note the character in "the day room"), jacket design by lidia ferrara. paperbacks issued by ballantine, 1978 ,
and later by vintage.About don delillo. don delillo is the author of fifteen novels, including zero k, underworld,
falling man, white noise, and libra. he has won the national book award, the pen/faulkner award for fiction, the
jerusalem prize for his complete body of work, and the william dean howells medal…In players, delillo
explores the dark side of contemporary affluence and its discontents. pammy and lyle wynant are an attractive,
modern couple who seem to have it all. pammy and lyle wynant are an attractive, modern couple who seem to
have it all.For gifted don delillo, what seems to be missing is the dark exuberance that transformed the strange
happenings of end zone, great jones street, and ratner's star into more than mere oddities.Not until "the names"
did delillo hit his stride, so don't expect as polished a book as those written in the 80s and 90s. but for delillo
fans who have overlooked this work through the years, "players" is a gruesome treat.
16 books based on 53 votes: underworld by don delillo, white noise by don delillo, libra by don delillo, mao ii
by don delillo, the names by don delillo,Don delillo is the author of fifteen novels, including zero k,
underworld, falling man, white noise, and libra.he has won the national book award, the pen/faulkner award
for fiction, the jerusalem prize for his complete body of work, and the william dean howells medal from the
american academy of arts and letters.
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